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In an effort to align with RAI language, the Supportive Documentation
Requirements (SDRs) were revised to more closely reflect manual
terminology. This revision seems to have created some confusion
regarding Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) and I6200 (Asthma, COPD or
Chronic Lung Disease). To alleviate misconceptions regarding these two
areas, we offer the following:

� Section G (specifically the
four late-loss ADLs)
documentation must be
maintained as part of the
resident’s legal medical
record.

� The ADL key must be
available to staff.

� Facilities must identify one ADL documentation tool to be utilized
throughout the entirety of the MDS review.

� I6200 - Emphysema was removed from the SDRs as it is not
included in the RAI manual.

� The removal of this diagnosis from the SDRs does not indicate
emphysema is no longer acceptable with appropriate
documentation.
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1st Tip – Introduction to Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Teams. Teams (replacing WebEx) is the
platform used to allow communication between the
facil ity and the RN reviewer during a case mix review. It
also allows providers the option of sharing their screen

with the RN reviewer. Prior to
the review, Myers and Stauffer
will  send an invitation to the
Teams meeting via email. To
join the meeting, cl ick on
“Click here to join the meeting”
located in the Microsoft
Teams meeting invitation.

If the Teams application is not installed, the following
screen will  appear (Teams DOES NOT need to be
installed to join the meeting). Select the “continue on
this browser” option.

The video/audio options screen will  appear allowing
providers the choice of util izing camera and audio
options. Screen sharing does not require the use of the
camera. Myers and Stauffer Reviewer(s) do not use the
video feature during the case mix review. Once
preferred options are selected, click “Join now”.

2nd Tip - Using the Chat Feature in Teams
To use the chat feature, after joining the meeting, select
“Chat” at the top of screen.

A box with a cursor will  open at the bottom of the
screen. The chat feature may be used to communicate
with the RN reviewer or any other participant(s) during
the review. (Please DO NOT put any Protected Health
Information into the chat box - details below).

PLEASE NOTE: Teams is a cloud based application and
should NEVER be used to transmit PHI. If it is necessary
for documents to be shared during a review, those
documents must be uploaded through the web portal.
Screen sharing with Teams is also an acceptable
method of sharing information during a review.

3rd Tip – Expediting the Remote Review Process
� The Entrance Conference form should be printed

and readily available before your scheduled remote
review begins.

�  The Facility Information form should be completed
and ready to be uploaded into the Web Portal prior
to the scheduled remote review.

Web Portal. The web portal is used to upload requested
documents from the RN reviewer during a review. To access
the web portal, go to https://incasemixreports.mslc.com/ or
follow the l ink that was provided in the email from
inhelpdesk@mslc.com. The following screen will  appear:

Enter the appropriate email address and password and
click “Login”. Should you forget your password, cl ick on
the green “Forgot Password?” l ink below the Password
box. Clicking on “Forgot Password?” wil l  open the
screen below:

Enter the letters that are visible in the rectangle area
just below the words “Enter the text you see above” (if
you cannot read them, click the “Try another” link and the
system will display new letters that may be more
readable). This extra security field is known as CAPTCHA
and is used to ensure that a human is accessing the site
and not an automated computer trying to gain unlawful
access to the Web Portal. Once the letters have been
entered into the space provided, cl ick on “Send Forgot
Password Email”.
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The Case Mix/LOC/PASRR reviews conducted by Myers and Stauffer may
result in findings which require a Validation Improvement Plan (VIP) be
submitted or an Informal Reconsideration may be requested by the
provider. To satisfy OMPP requirements, documentation must be
submitted to Myers and Stauffer through the Indiana Case Mix Web
Portal. To upload these documents, follow the instructions outlined in the
Web Portal User Guide (section 7 Upload Tab/Screen).

To access the Web Portal User Guide:
� Go to www.mslc.com/indiana

Click on Case-Mix and Related Services
Click on Review Resources

� Click on the Web Portal folder
� Choose the Indiana Web Portal User Guide (Revised August 2020)

Documents are required to be uploaded via the web portal application
within a specified timeframe. When uploading documents, it is important
to select the correct option under “Choose File Type”. These options
include:

� MDS Review (only select this option when instructed to by the
review nurse during a case mix review)

� Informal Reconsideration
� Validation Improvement Plans
� Level of Care/PASRR

Please review the file type selected carefully before uploading
documentation. The portal is used to automate delivery to the
appropriate Myers and Stauffer staff for processing. To be in compliance
with OMPP’s policy, it is essential that each uploaded document be
received within the specified timeframe and properly delivered into the
respective file relative to the document submitted.

The Time-Weighted CMI Resident Roster Reports are only available through the Myers and Stauffer
Web Portal.  Please contact the help desk at 317-816-4122 with any web portal related questions.

Please note: Changes to user account access may take up to 7 business days to process.

July 15th, 2022 - Cut-off date for MDS transmission and entering EOT dates in the Web
Portal for the Preliminary Time-Weighted CMI Resident Roster Reports.
July 25th, 2022 - Posting of Preliminary Time-Weighted CMI Resident Roster Reports.
August 15th, 2022 - Cut-off date for MDS transmission and entering EOT dates in the Web
Portal for the Final Time-Weighted CMI Resident Roster Reports.
September 7th, 2022 - Posting of Final Time-Weighted CMI Resident Roster Reports.
September 14th, 2022 - Normalization Report posted for facilities with a fiscal year end (FYE) in
preceding quarter.

Indiana Timeline Transmission & Web Portal Posting Dates Quarter
Ending
6/30/22
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Stay
Informed

A: As outlined above, it is important to remember that all criteria listed must be
documented within the look-back period. Respiratory therapy modalities must also
meet criteria located in the RAI Manual, Appendix A: Glossary and Common
Acronyms for Respiratory Therapy (page A-19).

Indiana Supportive Documentation Requirements updated version 8/1/21:

Does require:
● Only medically necessary therapies that occurred after

admission/readmission to the facility that were:
1. Ordered by a physician (or other licensed professional as allowed by state

law) based on a qualified therapist’s assessment and treatment plan
2. Documented in the resident’s medical record
3. Care planned and periodically evaluated to ensure the resident receives

needed therapies and that treatment plans are effective
● Therapy services may occur inside or outside the facility
● Documentation of minutes that the respiratory therapist or respiratory

nurse spends with the resident conducting the actual respiratory therapy
treatment including the set-up and removal of treatment equipment.

● Associated initials/signature(s) on a daily basis to support the total number of
minutes of respiratory therapy provided.

● Respiratory evaluation during the observation period by a respiratory
therapist or a trained respiratory nurse.

● A respiratory nurse must be proficient in the modalities provided either
through formal nursing or specific training and may deliver these modalities
as allowed under the state Nurse Practice Act and under applicable state
laws.

Does include:
● Coughing, deep breathing, nebulizer treatments, assessing breath sounds

and mechanical ventilation, etc.

Does NOT include:
● Treatment for less than 15 direct minutes per day.
● Metered-dose and/or dry powder inhalers.
● Time that a resident self-administers a nebulizer treatment

without supervision of the respiratory therapist or respiratory nurse.
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Q: What is needed to validate O0400D2-Respitory Therapy Days?
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